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Performance Analysis of Physical Layer Network
Coding in Massive MIMO Systems with M-QAM

Modulations
Bismark Okyere, Leila Musavian, and Rao Mumtaz

Abstract—In this paper, we develop a practical approach for
deploying Physical Layer Network Coding (PNC) in multi-user
M-Ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) Massive
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems. We formulate
a PNC mapping scheme as a function of clusters of estimated
summation and difference (SD) of the transmitted symbols from
user pairs. Utilizing existing linear detection schemes, such as
Zero Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE),
a cluster of SD symbols are detected using an SD linearly
transformed channel matrix. Furthermore, utilizing Maximum a
Posteriori (MAP) soft decoding, the SD symbols are mapped to
the PNC symbols, leveraging on the PNC symbol that maximizes
the likelihood function. For each variant of M-QAM, we derive
and simplify a specialization of the generalized PNC mapping
function. The error performance results, through simulation,
reveal that the proposed PNC scheme achieves twice the spectral
efficiency in Massive MIMO, without changing the latter’s
underlying framework and without any degradation in the bit-
error-rate (BER). In fact, our investigation has proved that the
BER of the proposed Massive MIMO and PNC is slightly better
than that of the conventional Massive MIMO. The feasibility of
deploying our proposed PNC scheme in Massive MIMO systems
paves way for NC applications to be realized in cellular systems.

Index Terms—Massive MIMO, Physical Layer Network Cod-
ing, End-to-end simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

An insatiable demand for network capacity to support high
data rate services such as high speed internet and multi-
media applications has led to the evolution of the wireless
communication systems. These evolved systems must provide
solutions for not only future capacity constraints but also
existing challenges, such as, network coverage, reliability,
energy efficiency, latency and spectral efficiency. Some of
these challenges can be addressed through the use of Mas-
sive Massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) and
Beamforming [1], [2]. Massive MIMO is an extension of the
conventional MIMO and it exploits large array of antennas to
spatially multiplex many users in the same time-frequency
resource. This greatly improves the system capacity and
throughput gains. Whilst the system capacity is boosted with
large number of antennas, link reliability on the other hand,
is improved through spatial diversity. Spatial diversity can
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Fig. 1. Network Coding in TWRC

be used to combat severe fading and improve reliability of
wireless links by transmitting identical copies of the same
information over multiple antennas. The large number of
antennas yields extra degrees of freedom in space, which can
be utilized to harness the available spatial resources. Massive
MIMO, combined with Beamforming, is proven to improve
spectral efficiency and to reduce the effects of interference [3].
By fine-tuning the phases and weights of the large multitude of
antennas, interference is suppressed and coverage is extended
by directing the radio waves to the desired user equipment
(UE). These benefits have made Massive MIMO a compelling
physical layer technology for the next generation of wireless
access and considered as one of the key enablers in fifth
generation (5G) of cellular communication systems [4].

In-spite of all these illustrious benefits, Massive MIMO suf-
fers from inter-cell and intra-cell interferences [5]. This makes
Physical Layer Network Coding (PNC), another promising
physical layer technique, compelling to explore in Massive
MIMO systems. PNC is the application of well-known net-
work coding technique [6] at the physical layer of the wireless
network access [7]. Network coding, in itself, is a network
layer coding technique that has seen its revolution from
wireline to wireless access networks. It is a data dissemination
paradigm in a distributed multi-hop relay network, where,
instead of simply relaying the received packets, each node
takes several packets and combines them together, and the
combined packet is further transmitted in the network. Fig. 1
illustrates the operational concept of network coding in a two-
way relay channel (TWRC) system model. The first system
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model shown in Fig. 1(a) is without network coding. Node
1 and Node 2 are not allowed to transmit at the same time,
and therefore, it takes four time slots for messages, w1 and
w2, to be exchanged. In Fig. 1(b), Node 1 and Node 2, much
like in Fig. 1(a), transmit at orthogonal times. However, the
relay, R, generates a combined message, wNC , using w1 and
w2, and sends wNC in a single time slot back to Node 1
and Node 2. The bitwise XOR is typically the operation that
generates wNC , i.e., wNC = w1 ⊕ w2. In downlink (DL),
each of these nodes performs a similar operation on wNC
by XOR’ring that with a copy of what was sent previously,
i.e., w1 ⊕ WNC for Node 1, and w2 ⊕ WNC for Node
2, to extract the actual packet sent by the other node. In
Fig. 1(c), Node 1 and Node 2 can transmit at the same
time. Since messages w1 and w2 interfere at R, decoding or
separating each from the other may not be possible. This is the
reason wireless communication systems employ orthogonal
multiple access schemes either in time, frequency or space to
reduce the effects of interference. However, this interference
becomes trivial through network coding at the physical layer
since it generates or maps interfered symbols to network-
coded (NC) symbols. The NC symbols are chosen such that
there is no ambiguity for each node to recover its intended
messages from others. Upon receiving the DL broadcast NC
symbols, each node performs a similar operation, to retrieve
the symbols sent by the other transmitting nodes. Irrespective
of the chosen modulation scheme at the physical layer, the
constellation of the superimposed signals at the relay may go
out-of-range, if compared to the constellation of the modulated
signals at the transmitting nodes. Therefore, a key challenge
in PNC is the development of unambiguous PNC mapping
algorithms that map superimposed constellations at the relay
to the constellations that can be decoded by the nodes. The
toleration of interference in PNC leads to capacity boost, as
time slots required to have end-to-end communication in a
relay system is reduced by half. Massive MIMO and PNC are
two distinct physical layer techniques that can complement
each other. The use of PNC in Massive MIMO systems can
reduce the impact of multi-user interference. Massive MIMO
suffers from intra-cell and inter-cell interference, albeit the
enormous benefits it comes with. Signal processing techniques
such as Zero Forcing (ZF), Minimum-Mean Square-Error
(MMSE) and Maximum Ratio (MR) are some of the notable
linear detectors that suppress interference in Massive MIMO
systems, but they are sub-optimal [8] and require high signal-
to-noise ratio (SNRs) to effectively null interference.

While recognising that there have been some works done
in combining MIMO and PNC, to the best of our knowledge,
none has produced any comprehensive study and results on
the use of PNC in a multi-user Massive MIMO system,
where the UEs transmit and receive with multi-antennas. In
[9], the authors proposed a linear detection based scheme
using log-likelihood ratio (LLR) and selective combining.
The relay utilizes the summation and difference of the two
end packets, and then converts them to an NC symbol. The
focus of [9] was only a 2×2 MIMO with BPSK modulation.
This work was then extended in [10] to a 4×4 MIMO relay
system, where the relay is equipped with four antennas and

two UEs, each equipped with two antennas. A multiplexing
gain is observed when the number of antennas at both the
relay and the two UEs increased in [10]. In [11], the authors
proposed a space-time (ST) coded multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) linear physical-layer network coding (LPNC)
scheme that promises full-rate and full-diversity, while achiev-
ing the maximum coding gain of LPNC. An eigen-direction
alignment precoding scheme is proposed in [12] and [13] for
MIMO TWRCs, where multiple independent PNC streams
are created over aligned eigenmodes. Although [14] did not
focus on MIMO and PNC, they touched on combining channel
coding and PNC to ensure network reliability, a key technique
for practical deployment of MIMO and PNC. Therefore, in
order for any proposed PNC scheme to be deployed in real
systems, integrating channel coding [15] [16] is of utmost
importance and further research is needed to ascertain the PNC
performance. In [17], analog network coding based MIMO
TWRC was investigated. However, this is known to propagate
noise from a node to another, and therefore, its performance,
is not as good as the schemes, where each node tries to detect
the NC symbols from the noisy received symbols [18]. On
the other hand, in [19]–[21], it was shown that, in a MIMO
PNC scheme, when a user selects the strongest transmit
antenna, it significantly outperforms space-time block codes.
A channel-quantized PNC, that converts K received signals at
the relay into two signals by a QR matrices decomposition
in a MIMO TWRC, where Q is an orthogonal matrix and
R, an upper triangular matrix, is proposed in [22], which
showed that PNC technique can achieve full diversity gain
of K. A Full-duplex TWRC in Massive MIMO together with
a lattice-based PNC was investigated in [23], which showed
that their proposed scheme requires just a single timeslot
to exchange information across TWRC using full-duplexing,
where transmission and reception can occur at the same time
in a single node. However, most practical communication
systems still operate in half-duplexing mode. Looking at the
previous works, none has produced any result for a joint Multi-
user Massive MIMO and PNC, with more than 2 UEs and
where each UE can have multiple number of antennas. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to implement
M-Ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM) for a
multi-user PNC-Massive MIMO.

We recall that Massive MIMO with PNC achieves twice
spectral efficiency when compared with traditional Massive
MIMO schemes. We previously demonstrated this in [27].
We presented the concept of using SD scheme to combine
PNC and Massive MIMO. We presented the mathematical
derivations of the PNC mapping function, employing log-
likelihood ratio (LLR), however, the focus was only on QPSK
modulation. The order of the modulation scheme is important
in assessing the complexity of the PNC mapping in Massive
MIMO systems. We presented the error performance analysis
of the joint Massive MIMO and PNC system model with
QPSK modulation and showed how he SD symbols are es-
timated through ZF and MMSE detection. The proposed PNC
mapping function in [27] can only work for Massive MIMO
with QPSK transmission, and therefore, a generalization of
the mathematical derivation for the PNC mapping function
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is required. The generalized PNC mapping function will 1)
provide a common platform for any M-QAM modulation
scheme to be investigated and utilized, and 2) understand the
complexity and optimizations required for the PNC mapping
function, particularly, for higher order modulation schemes.

In this paper, we present a generic approach where PNC
can be deployed in Massive MIMO systems that utilizes any
variant of M-QAM and without changing the underlying Mas-
sive MIMO framework. This further allows existing detection
schemes such as ZF and MMSE to be used without any
modification. The proposed scheme requires a linear trans-
formation of the channel utilizing an adopted sum-difference
(SD) matrix. The goal of the SD matrix transformation of
the channel is to create clusters, each of a pair of detected
SD symbols, and where these pairs of SD symbols are later
mapped to PNC symbols. The detection of the SD symbols
is accomplished with the equalization matrix. For the clus-
tering to function effectively, the equalization matrix has to
be based on the SD-transformed channel matrix. Therefore,
in this work, we investigate the error performance of the
detection of the SD symbols and the PNC mapping, which
can provide guidelines for the design of efficient MIMO-
based communication systems using PNC. We summarize our
contributions as follows:
• We demonstrate the feasibility of deploying PNC in

Massive MIMO systems, where M-QAM modulation is
the transmission scheme, while the underlying detection
schemes for MIMO without PNC remain the same.

• For uplink transmissions, we design a PNC mapping
scheme based on a SD transformation of the channel. The
proposed scheme reduces the complexity of performing
network coding at the physical layer.

• We formulate a generalized PNC mapping function, for
which its inputs are the detected SD symbols from
the clusters derived from the SD transformation of the
channel and equalization of the received superimposed
symbols. Furthermore, we derive and optimize a special-
ization of the generalized PNC mapping function and
demonstrate that with a few variants of the M-QAM.

• Finally, we evaluate the bit-error-rate (BER) of the de-
tection of the SD symbols with ZF and MMSE and the
PNC mapping performance of this scheme.

II. PROPOSED RELAY SYSTEM OF PNC IN MASSIVE
MIMO

It is the aim of this section to present the system model and
its parameters, and to explain how PNC can be deployed in
Massive MIMO systems with M-QAM modulations. We re-
introduce the SD scheme, initially proposed in [27], and then
present a generalized mathematical formulation for the PNC
mapping functions for all order of dimensions of the QAM
modulation scheme.

A. System Model

We consider a single cell Massive MIMO, in which N users
exchange information through a BS, as in Fig. 2. Each of the
N UEs is equipped with up to K antennas, and the BS with

Downlink

Uplink

H1

H2

H3 HN-2

HN-1

HN

UE1

UE2

UE3 UEN-2

UEN-1

UEN

Fig. 2. System Model for Massive MIMO and PNC

M antennas. The communication among all UEs is done in the
same time-frequency resource, and therefore, interference is
expected, which is a common assumption in Massive MIMO
systems, even without network coding. It is assumed that
M ≥ 64, M � N , M � K in order to fulfil the universal
antenna requirements of Massive MIMO, where � denotes
far greater than. The system model is also assumed to operate
in half-duplex, in the sense that, each UE cannot transmit and
receive at the same time. Therefore, each round of information
exchange consists of two phases, namely, uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL) phases. In the DL, the mapped PNC symbols
are delivered to the UEs.

Asynchronisation of transmission and reception of the in-
terfered symbols is one the major issues in PNC. It is also one
of the main research areas with respect to PNC. Loss in syn-
chronisation impacts the performance in estimating the PNC
symbols, as most PNC algorithms assume that all transmitted
symbols will arrive at the same time at the receiver. However,
for the sake of simplicity, in our work, we assume synchronous
transmission, hence, in the UL phase, all users transmit to the
BS simultaneously in the same frequency band and at the
same time. We also did not consider channel coding in this
work for the sake of simplicity, considering there already have
been some works [14] in combining channel coding and PNC,
as previously stated in the introduction section. In essence,
channel coding is essential for improving the reliability of the
PNC scheme in practical systems. It is already established
that if the sources transmitting in the UL phase use a uniform
channel code, then the codeword as a result of XOR’ing of
the sources symbols is still valid. Although there is no direct
XOR’ing in our proposed scheme, we believe some of the
existing joint channel coding PNC schemes can be tailored
and extended to our proposed PNC scheme.

Let H be the overall channel between the BS and the multi-
antenna UEs in the multi-user Massive MIMO system. As
depicted in Fig. 2, H can be formulated as

H =
[
H(1) H(2) . . . H(N)

]
M×L, (1)

where L = K×N , and H(n) for n = 1, . . . , N , is the M×K
channel matrix between the BS and the nth UE and can be
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expressed as

H(n) =


h(n)1,1 h(n)1,2 . . . h(n)1,k

h(n)2,1 h(n)2,2 . . . h(n)2,k

...
...

. . .
...

h(n)m,1 h(n)m,2 . . . h(n)m,k


M×K

, (2)

where h(n)m,k ∈ C, for m = 1, . . . ,M and k = 1, . . . ,K,
denotes the complex channel gain between mth antenna of
BS and kth antenna of the nth UE. The entries of h(n)m,k
are assumed to be identically and independently distributed
(i.i.d.) complex Gaussian, distributed with zero mean and unit
variance, presented by CN (0, 1). The received signal vector
at the BS is given by

r = Hs + z, (3)

where r ∈ CM×1 is the received symbols vector, z ∈ CM×1

the vector of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
receive antennas of the BS, with zero mean and variance of
σ2, i.e., CN (0, σ2), and s ∈ CL×1, is the overall transmitted
symbols vector from all the UEs. The transmitted symbols
vector, s, can further be expressed as

s =
[
s(1) s(2) . . . s(n)

]T
1×L , (4)

where s(n) =
[
s1 s2 . . . sK

]T
1×K represents a vector of

K symbols from the nth UE.
In general, a MIMO detector is required to estimate trans-

mitted symbols vector s from the received symbols vector
r. Linear detectors such as ZF and MMSE are known to
have desirable computational complexity, but suffer from an
ample performance loss in comparison to the Maximum Like-
lihood (ML), and they are, therefore, considered sub-optimal
compared to ML. However, they both have been proven to
perform well in Massive MIMO [28]. They are, therefore,
employed in this paper. This goes without saying that the
performance loss using these linear detectors compared to
ML is not considered in this paper. We are convinced, by
looking at our algorithm, that these linear detectors can be
replaced by other high performing sub-optimal detectors, and
the performance of our PNC scheme will scale accordingly.

Applying the aforementioned linear detectors with an M ×
N detection matrix G to the received signal vector r, the
estimate of the transmit symbols vector s can be expressed as

ŝ = Gr , (5)

where G, respectively, for ZF and MMSE, is

GZF = (HHH)−1HH , (6)

GMMSE = (HHH + σ2I)−1HH, (7)

where (·)H, (·)−1, respectively, are the conjugate transpose and
inverse and, I , is the identity Matrix of the same dimension
as H . It has to be noted that in practice, the noise variance
varies from one antenna to the other in the same node. Also,
for the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is a perfect
channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, and therefore,
H is known at the BS.

The goal now is to derive NC symbols from the received
superimposed transmitted symbols at the BS, without decod-
ing them individually. The Massive MIMO system model
fairly tolerates interference, a key requirement for PNC, and
therefore, moving the network coding to the physical layer is
a means to gaining advantages of both approaches, by jointly
performing PNC and Massive MIMO detection. Furthermore,
in order for PNC to be deployed in mainstream cellular Mas-
sive MIMO systems, it is essential that it supports M-QAM
modulation. Adaptive modulation and coding, which based
on the channel quality, the BS assigns a suitable modulation
and coding scheme to the UEs, is a key transmission scheme
in cellular systems. The chosen Adaptive modulation and
coding scheme has to have the desired balance of spectral
efficiency and error resilience for the link state as observed
by the device. In [27], we derived the PNC mapping functions
using the SD scheme, but the solution was tied to QPSK
modulation. It is imperative that the solution is generalized
for all variants of M-QAM modulations for the reasons just
mentioned above. The most important criteria for PNC is
that the PNC mapping function, fPNC(.), used at the BS,
should generate PNC symbols that can be decoded by the
UEs without any ambiguity in recovering the symbols from
the other users.

Each of the antennas at the Massive MIMO BS receives
superimposed symbols that constitute transmitted symbols
from each of the multi-antenna UEs. The constellation for
the received interfered symbols, depending on the modulation
scheme used at the UEs, may lead to ambiguities if they are
mapped to NC symbols, which follow the same constellation
as the transmitted symbols. A practical solution in alleviating
this network coding ambiguity in Massive MIMO systems is,
by creating clusters, which constitute of a few transmitted
symbols and whose superposition are independently passed
on to fPNC(.), to generate the NC symbols. An SD matrix
transformation of the Massive MIMO channel is a plausible
means of creating these kind of clusters. In order to extend
the SD scheme in our earlier work in [27] to all variants of
M-QAM, a top-down approach is employed in this paper,
where the scheme is first, generalized, and then based on
the modulation scheme of interest, further optimizations are
embarked upon. An SD transformation of the Massive MIMO
channel, hereafter, referred to as Massive SD transformation,
transforms the channel, H , with a massive SD Matrix, P sd,
which is expressed as

P sd =

[
IQ IQ
IQ −IQ

]
L×L

, (8)

where L = K × N , Q =
1

2
L and IQ denoting a Q × Q

square Identity Matrix. The inverse, P−1
sd , is related to P sd

as, P−1
sd =

1

2
P sd. The received signal, given in (3), hence,

can be reformulated as

r = (HP sd
−1)(P sds) + z (9)

= H sdssd + z , (10)
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where H sd =
1

2
HP sd, is the linear transformation of the

Massive MIMO channel with a Massive SD matrix, and ssd =
P sds, clusters of SD symbols, whose estimates at the BS, are
then mapped to the PNC symbols. The reason for adopting the
SD matrix (in (8)) in our scheme is that, this matrix provides
a set of correlated sum and difference of pairs of transmitted
symbols, and in turn, the PNC symbols can effectively be
derived from these SD symbols. Furthermore, its property of
being a factor of its inverse, preserves the received symbols
vector, r, as in (9) and (10), facilitating the adoption of ZF
and MMSE without any modification, to detect SD symbols
directly from the received symbols vector, r. Each pair of the
detected SD symbols forms a cluster and this cluster becomes
the input to the PNC mapping function, fPNC(.), to generate
the corresponding PNC symbols. The pair of estimated SD
symbols in each cluster, is then passed on to the PNC mapping
function, fPNC(.), to generate the corresponding PNC symbols.

Since r, the received symbols vector, in either (3) or (10) is
assumed to be received over a fading channel, it is imperative
that ssd is estimated. Leveraging on Massive MIMO linear
detectors such as, ZF and MMSE, the estimate of ssd, at the
BS, by extending (5)-(7), is expressed as

ŝsd = Gsdr , (11)

where Gsd is the SD equalization matrix. The SD equaliza-
tion matrix is based on the massive SD-transformed channel
matrix, Hsd, and for ZF and MMSE, it is expressed as

Gsd =

{
(Hsd

HHsd)−1Hsd
H, for ZF

(Hsd
HHsd + σ2I)−1Hsd

H, for MMSE
. (12)

Upon receiving r from multiple UEs, knowing H , the BS
can determine Gsd, and then, use that to estimate the L × 1
clusters of SD of the transmitted symbols. The clusters of the
estimated SD symbols at the BS is expressed as

ŝsd =



ŝsd,1

ŝsd,2

...
ŝsd,Q

ŝsd,Q+1

...
ŝsd,2Q


=



s1 + sQ+1
s2 + sQ+2

...
sQ + s2Q
s1 − sQ+1

...
sQ − s2Q


L×1

, (13)

where for example, ŝsd,1 and ŝsd,Q+1 , are respectively, the esti-
mated summation and difference of the transmitted symbols,
s1 and sQ+1. This pair of SD symbols constitutes a cluster,
that is then, passed on to the PNC mapping, fPNC(.). For
these clusters of summation and difference symbols to be
created as in (13), the BS has to view the multi-user Massive
MIMO system model as a giant point-to-point Massive MIMO
between itself and a black box of many multi-antenna UEs.
The dimension of the massive SD-transformed channel matrix,
Hsd, is assumed to be a square matrix, for the sake of
simplicity.

Finally, a vector of the PNC symbols, ŝPNC, is generated
from the PNC mapping function, fPNC(.), through the relation

ŝPNC = fPNC(ŝsd) (14)

=


fPNC(ŝsd,1 , ŝsd,Q+1)
fPNC(ŝsd,2 , ŝsd,Q+2)

...
fPNC(ŝsd,Q , ŝsd,2Q)


Q×1

. (15)

The next section will describe the underlying scheme for the
PNC mapping function, fPNC(.).

B. Generalization of the PNC Mapping Scheme

The goal of the PNC mapping scheme is to derive the
set of PNC symbols, ŝPNC, from the estimated massive SD
transmitted symbols, ŝsd. The derived PNC symbols, ŝPNC,
must not lead to any ambiguity of decoding, if broadcast in DL
to the UEs. If the probability distribution function is known,
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) decoder can be employed to
derive ŝPNC. By definition,

Posteriori =
Likelihood× Prior

Observation
. (16)

Assuming the unknown or the parameter to be estimated is θ,
and x, the observed data, then (16) can be expressed in these
variables as

P (θ|x) =
P (x|θ)P (θ)

P (x)
, (17)

where P (θ|x) is the posteriori or the conditional probability of
the unknown, θ, given the observation, x, whereas P (x|θ) is
the likelihood or the conditional probability of the observation
given the unknown, and P (θ) and P (x) are respectively,
the marginal distribution functions for the unknown and the
observation.

A MAP decoder is based on (17), and can be formulated
as determining the value of the parameter, θ, that maximizes
the posteriori, P (θ|x). This can be expressed as

θ̂MAP = argmax
θ

P (θ|x) (18)

= argmax
θ

P (x|θ)P (θ)

P (x)
. (19)

Since P (x) is not a function of θ, it can be ignored, and
therefore, the θ̂MAP can be approximated to

θ̂MAP ≈ argmax
θ

P (x|θ)P (θ) . (20)

Again, P (θ) can be ignored if the expected values of θ that
maximizes the posteriori distribution function are each equally
likely. Hence, P (θ) becomes a constant, and therefore, can be
ignored, leading (20) to further be approximated as

θ̂MAP ≈ argmax
θ

P (x|θ) = θ̂MLE , (21)

where θ̂MLE is the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE).
When the cardinality of θ is 2, hypothesis testing using LLR
is plausible. If the cardinality is more than 2, then LLR is not
the appropriate approach.
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Having defined the MAP decoder, we can now employ it in
our PNC Mapping scheme in Massive MIMO systems in esti-
mating the NC symbols at the physical layer. In (13), clusters
of estimated SD symbols that are mapped to PNC symbols
are expressed as {(ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ Q}. We assume that
the corresponding set of clusters of transmitted input symbol,
{(si, sQ+i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ Q, si, sQ+i ∈ Θ}, are modulated
symbols from the constellation, represented by Θ. Then, the
Likelihood of obtaining the PNC symbol, ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v, such
that v ∈ Θ is expressed as in (22), Since the noise in (3) and
(10) is assumed to be AWGN, the likelihood function can
be assumed to be Gaussian. Using the Gaussian probability

density function, P (Y ) =
1√

2πσ2
e
−

(y − µ)2

2σ2 , where y is the

received symbol, µ the expected value of the combined input
symbols and σ2, the noise variance, (22) can be expressed
further as in (23).

Knowing the general Likelihood’s function for the set of all
clusters, L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i), the MAP estimator in
(20) can be employed to determine the PNC symbol of each
cluster as follows

( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)MAP

≈ argmax
̂si⊕sQ+i

L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)P (ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i).

(24)

The overall set of estimated PNC symbols is expressed as

ŝ iPNC = fPNC(ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i) (25)

= {( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)MAP | 1 ≤ i ≤ Q, v ∈ Θ}. (26)

In the next section, we will provide details into how the
generalized MAP-based PNC mapping function in (23) -
(26) is applied to a few variants of the M-QAM modulation
scheme.

C. Specialization of the PNC Mapping scheme for 4-QAM

This section describes the application of the PNC Mapping
scheme in subsection II-B to Massive MIMO system where
the transmissions from the UEs use lower-order modulation,
such as 4-QAM. We will demonstrate by focusing on a
single cluster of estimated SD symbols, ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i ,
derived from the equalization of the received symbol vector
r, using massive SD equalization matrix (see (11)-(12)).
For the sake of simplicity, we will focus on only the in-
phase (I) component constellation of QPSK. However, since
quadrature (Q) component of QPSK is similar to the I-
component and independently modulated or demodulated,
the PNC mapping of the I-component is equally applicable
to the Q-component. Table I shows how SD symbols, ssd,i

and ssd,Q+i , of the transmitted symbols, si and sQ+i, are
mapped to the PNC symbols, s iPNC. Having ssd,i and ssd,Q+i

in Table I as the expected SD symbols, fPNC(.) function
presented in subsection II-B, can then be used to estimate
the PNC symbols from the estimated SD symbols, ŝsd,i and
ŝsd,Q+i . In [27], we presented an approximation of fPNC(.) for
QPSK in a Massive MIMO system. This approximation also

applies to 4-QAM. For brevity, we will revisit the derivations
without all the detailed simplification. Since the targeted PNC
symbols’ constellation for either in-phase (I) or quadrature
(Q) component of 4-QAM is Θ4−QAM = {+1,−1}, and the
cardinality of Θ4−QAM is 2, LLR based on the MAP decoder
in (24) is the preferred, as it is a compact approach to estimate
the PNC symbols. This can be expressed as in (27), where

LLQ+i(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1)

= ln

e
2ŝsd,Q+i − 2

σ2
Q+i + e

−
2ŝsd,Q+i − 2

σ2
Q+i

 ,

(28)

and

LLi(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1)

= ln

e
2ŝsd,i − 2

σ2
i + e

−
2ŝsd,i − 2

σ2
i

 ,

(29)

and where σi2 = {GH
sdGsd}i,iσ2 is the noise variance of the

ith stream upon estimation of the SD symbols. To reduce
the computational complexity, (28) and (29) can be approx-
imated using the log sum of exponential property [29], i.e.
ln(ex + ey) ≈ max(x, y) + ln(1 + e−|x−y|), where max(x, y)
is the maximum value of the two variables, x and y. Equations
(28) and (29) are, hence, approximated as in (30) and (31),
respectively.

By definition, LLR(si ⊕ sQ+i) ≥ 0, and therefore the
estimated PNC symbols is expressed as in (32).

D. Specialization of the PNC Mapping for 16-QAM

Having already presented the PNC Mapping scheme for
4-QAM modulation in Massive MIMO system, this section
will focus on relatively a higher order modulation scheme,
such as 16-QAM. The constellation for each of I/Q component
of 16-QAM is Θ16−QAM = {−3,−1, 1, 3}. As in previous
section, the goal is to estimate PNC symbols, ŝ iPNC, from the
estimated SD symbols, ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , and the expected SD
symbols, ssd,i and ssd,Q+i , in Table II, using the fPNC(.) function,
assuming that the transmitted symbols are based on 16-QAM.

Since the cardinality of Θ16−QAM is more than 2, LLR is
not the appropriate approach in estimating the PNC symbols,
contrary to the approach for 4-QAM in subsection II-C, where
the cardinality is 2. The estimated PNC symbol, based on
MAP decoder, for each cluster is given in generalized equation
(24). In this equation, the prior joint probability distribution,
P (ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i), of estimated SD symbols, ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , is
equally likely, and therefore the (24) approximates to an MLE
i.e.

( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)MAP = ( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)MLE (33)

≈ argmax
̂si⊕sQ+i

L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i) .

(34)
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L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i) =
∑
v∈Θ

P (ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i | ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)

=
∑
v∈Θ

P (ŝsd,i | ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)P (ŝsd,Q+i | ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v) . (22)

L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i) =
∑

v∈Θ

1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝsd,i − ssd,i

)2
2σ2

i e
−

(
ŝsd,Q+i − ssd,Q+i

)2
2σ2

Q+i . (23)

TABLE I
PNC MAPPING OF I/Q-COMPONENT OF 4-QAM, BASED ON SD SCHEME

si sQ+i ssd,i ssd,Q+i s iPNC

1 1 2 0 -1

1 -1 0 2 1

-1 1 0 -2 1

-1 -1 -2 0 -1

LLR(si ⊕ sQ+i) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)P (ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)P (ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]

= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2)

P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2) + P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)

]
= LLQ+i(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1)− LLi(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1) . (27)

The 16-QAM PNC symbol, v ∈ Θ16−QAM , given the
estimated SD symbols, ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , that maximizes the
likelihood function, L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i), becomes
the estimated PNC symbol, ( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = v)MAP . Given the
expected SD symbols and the PNC symbols that they are
mapped to in Table II, the log-likelihood of PNC symbol
of -3, given that the cluster has the estimated SD symbols,
ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , is expressed as in (35). The log-likelihood of
PNC symbol of -1, given ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , is expressed as in
(36). The log-likelihood of PNC symbol of +1, given ŝsd,i and
ŝsd,Q+i , is expressed as in (37). Finally, the log-likelihood of
PNC symbol of +3, given ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i , is expressed as in
(38).

In all of these, four sets of the sum, ŝsd,i and the dif-
ference, ŝsd,Q+i , influenced the Gaussian distribution function
for the corresponding LL. So for example, to estimate the
PNC Symbol +3, the following sets of {ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i} =
{0, 2}, {0,−2}, {0, 6}, {−6, 0} were utilized in LL as shown
in (38). This approach has to be repeated for other PNC
symbols.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present Monte-Carlo system simulation
results to evaluate the performance of the proposed PNC

mapping scheme for Massive MIMO systems. The goal of
the simulation is to evaluate the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) of the
MAP-based PNC mapping functions derived in sub-section
II-C and sub-section II-D, using linear detectors, such as ZF
and MMSE, to estimate the clusters of SD symbols.

A. Simulation Setup

Simulation parameters are listed in Table III. The simulation
scenario consists of a single cell, with a BS, which is located
at the center of the cell. The UEs are uniformly distributed in
the cell. The BS and the UEs have multiple antennas, M , for
the BS and K, for each UE, however, the BS has far more
antennas than each of the UEs. For the sake of simplicity,
K is assumed to be the same for all UEs. The focus of the
simulations is uplink. In each time slot, each UE transmits a
fixed number of symbols. The channel paths among the UEs
are uncorrelated, and so are the individual antenna paths per
UE. For each SNR, Monte Carlo simulations are performed
over 10K iterations.

We simulated three major use-cases over this setup: conven-
tional Massive MIMO (without any network coding), Massive
MIMO with network layer NC and Massive MIMO with
physical layer NC. We present the results for different variants
of the M-QAM over these three use-cases in III-B.
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LLi(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1) ≈ max

(
2ŝsd,i − 2

σ2
i

,−
2ŝsd,i − 2

σ2
i

)
+ ln

(
1 + e

−

∣∣∣∣4ŝsd,i

σ2
i

∣∣∣∣)
. (30)

LLQ+i(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1) ≈ max

(
2ŝsd,Q+i − 2

σ2
Q+i

,−
2ŝsd,Q+i − 2

σ2
Q+i

)
+ ln

(
1 + e

−

∣∣∣∣4ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

∣∣∣∣)
. (31)

̂si ⊕ sQ+i =

{
+1, LLQ+i(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1) ≥ LLi(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1)
−1, LLQ+i(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1) < LLi(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1)

. (32)

TABLE II
PNC MAPPING OF I/Q-COMPONENT OF 16-QAM, BASED ON SD SCHEME

si sQ+i ssd,i ssd,Q+i s iPNC

1 1 2 0 -3

1 -1 0 2 3

1 3 4 -2 -1

1 -3 -2 4 1

-1 1 0 -2 3

-1 -1 -2 0 -3

-1 3 2 -4 1

-1 -3 -4 2 -1

si sQ+i ssd,i ssd,Q+i s iPNC

3 1 4 2 -1

3 -1 2 4 1

3 3 6 0 -3

3 -3 0 6 3

-3 1 -2 -4 1

-3 -1 -4 -2 -1

-3 3 0 -6 3

-3 -3 -6 0 -3

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −3) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −3|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−
ŝ2

sd,Q+i

2σ2
Q+i

(
e
−

(
ŝsd,i − 2

)2
2σ2

i + e
−

(
ŝsd,i + 2

)2
2σ2

i + e
−

(
ŝsd,i − 6

)2
2σ2

i

+ e
−

(
ŝsd,i + 6

)2
2σ2

i

)]

= ln

 1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 4

2σ2
i

)cosh

(
2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
+ cosh

(
6ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

16

σ2
i


 . (35)
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LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2) + P (ŝsd,i |ŝsd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

]

= ln

 1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 16

2σ2
i

+
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 4

2σ2
Q+i

)
cosh

(
4ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
cosh

(
2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

) . (36)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

]

= ln

 1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 16

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 4

2σ2
i

)
cosh

(
4ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
cosh

(
2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

) . (37)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +3) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +3|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6)

]

= ln

 1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝsd,i

2σ2
i

+
ŝsd,Q+i + 4

2σ2
Q+i

)cosh

(
2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
+ cosh

(
6ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

16

σ2
Q+i


 . (38)

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Values

No. antennas at relay, M [4, 64, 120]

No. antennas per UE, K [2, 4, 10]

No. UEs, N [2, 16, 12]

Channel, H i.i.d Rayleigh

SNR in dB 0 . . . 50

Modulation 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM

Packet size per UE 100 symbols

No. iterations 104

Channel Coding Uncoded

Linear Detectors ZF, MMSE

B. Performance Analysis

In the analysis, we compare the BER of the three use-
cases of conventional Massive MIMO, Massive MIMO with
NC and Massive MIMO with PNC. Comparing the BER of
the conventional Massive MIMO to our work on Massive
MIMO and PNC is necessary in order to ascertain if the
former’s decoding performance is sacrificed at the expense
of incorporating PNC into Massive MIMO. To reiterate, ZF
and MMSE were adopted without any modification in our
PNC scheme, and therefore BER of the Massive MIMO and
PNC is expected not to be worse than that of the conventional
Massive MIMO.

In Fig. 3, we compare the BER of conventional Massive
MIMO, Massive MIMO with NC and Massive MIMO with
PNC, where the detection scheme is ZF, and with the fol-
lowing parameters: M = 64, N = 16, K = 4, and the
modulation schemes are 4-QAM, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. The
mathematical derivations for the MAP-based PNC mapping
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function for 64-QAM are included in the Appendix. The
figure reveals that, irrespective of the modulation scheme,
the BER of Massive MIMO and PNC was better than the
conventional Massive MIMO, exceeding our expectation. This
can be attributed to the fact that the ZF linear detector does not
have to detect the individual transmitted symbols, rather a sum
and difference of the transmitted symbols will be detected,
and then, soft decoding into the PNC symbols using the MAP
decoder are implemented. Looking closely at varying M-QAM
across all usecases, the plots reveal relatively progressive error
performance as SNR increases, which is higher for higher
order dimension, e.g. 64-QAM. Although diversity gain has
increased upon having huge number of antennas at the BS,
so has interference and noise at the receive antennas. As
interference and noise accumulate at the receive antennas,
it is difficulty to correct erroneously detected symbols of a
higher order modulation scheme. Hence, ZF detection may
not be suitable for Massive MIMO and PNC for higher order
modulations schemes such as 64-QAM, due to its inability to
address noise accumulations.

Fig. 4 considers the same simulation parameters as in Fig.
3, except the linear detector is MMSE-based. Again, in this
figure, the BER of Massive MIMO and PNC is lower than the
BER of conventional Massive MIMO, closely aligning with
the results in Fig. 3. The plots also show that as the SNR
approaches 25dB, the BER of Massive MIMO and PNC for
4-QAM decreases sharply compared to Massive MIMO and
PNC for 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The modulation scheme of
4-QAM appears to be the preferred transmission scheme in
the lower SNRs and when throughput is small. However, 64-
QAM may be the preferred modulation scheme for Massive
MIMO and PNC as SNR increases. In general, if the noise
variance at the receive antennas can be easily determined, then
MMSE-based Massive MIMO and PNC is preferred, when the
number of BS antennas is big.

The simulation setup for Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are, respectively,
the higher order antenna dimension of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The
simulation parameters are: M = 120, N = 30, K = 4.
Modulation 4-QAM, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM are deployed in
both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, with the former using ZF and the latter,
MMSE linear detection. Again, in both figures, the BER of
our Massive MIMO and PNC scheme peformed better than
conventional Massive MIMO, exceeding our expectations. The
plots in Fig. 5 reveal that Massive MIMO with PNC utilizing
4-QAM performs better than those with 16-QAM and 64-
QAM, but requires higher SNR to achieve that performance.
Again, ZF may not be the appropriate the detection scheme
for the lower SNRs. Fig. 6, on the other hand, reveals that
Massive MIMO and PNC with 64-QAM performs better in the
higher SNRs, making it the ideal setup for higher throughput
requirements.

In Fig. 7, our proposed scheme using MMSE and ZF was
bench-marked against an optimal detector in ML, in MIMO
system with just 4 antennas at the BS and two users, each
with two antennas. Evidently, our proposed scheme with ML
detector performed way better than that of the ZF and MMSE
and this trend of performance will be similar for higher
order dimension of antennas and the higher order of the
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Fig. 3. Uplink BER performance comparison between i) conventional multi-
user MIMO ii) multi-user MIMO with network layer NC and iii) multi-user
MIMO with PNC), all using ZF detector, for M=64, N=16 and K=4.
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Fig. 4. Uplink BER performance comparison between i) conventional multi-
user MIMO ii) multi-user MIMO with network layer NC and iii) multi-user
MIMO with PNC), all using MMSE detector, for M=64, N=16 and K=4.
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Fig. 5. Uplink BER performance comparison between i) conventional multi-
user MIMO ii) multi-user MIMO with network layer NC and iii) multi-user
MIMO with PNC), all using ZF detector, for M=128, N=16 and K=8.
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Fig. 6. Uplink BER performance comparison between i) conventional multi-
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MIMO with PNC), all using MMSE detector, for M=128, N=16 and K=8.
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Fig. 7. Uplink BER performance comparison between i) conventional multi-
user MIMO and ii) multi-user MIMO with PNC), all using ZF, MMSE
detector and ML, for M=4, N=2 and K=2.

QAM. ML is not practical enough because of the exponential
computational complexity as the number of antenna increases
and also as the order of dimension of the QAM increases.
However, the result asserts the notion that ZF and MMSE
can be replaced with other higher performance sub-optimal
detectors, and our proposed scheme’s performance will scale
accordingly.

Our proposed PNC scheme’s decoding complexity lies on
the product of the number of users and number antennas
that each user has. The larger the cumulative number of
the transmit antennas, the higher complexity in correctly
estimating the PNC symbols. However, in practical systems,
user devices may not be equipped with large number of
antennas as opposed to the massive number of antennas at
the BS. The order of dimension of the QAM also plays a
role in the PNC decoding complexity. Much like having large
number of antennas, the higher the order of the M-Ary QAM,
the more constellation values, the more the sum and difference
symbols, and the higher the complexity in decoding.

The performance of our proposed scheme can also be
explained utilizing the minimum distance concept [30]. The
goal is to characterize the minimum distance between two
NC symbols. However, in our proposed scheme, because we
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Fig. 8. BER of proposed M-MIMO PNC scheme against the number of
antennas

derive the PNC symbols from the SD symbols, the minimum
distance among the SD symbols is rather pertinent. Taking 4-
QAM for example, the constellation values of the independent
I/Q phases are {+1, -1}, leading SD symbols to be {2, 0, -2} as
shown in Table I. It is evident that the minimum distance of the
SD symbols is no different than the minimum distance of the
transmitted symbols. It means, rather detecting the transmitted
symbols and deriving the NC symbols, if we detect the SD
symbols, the decoding performance of the latter is expected
not to be much worse or better than the former. However,
considering Table I, for example, mapping the detected SD
symbols to PNC symbol of +1, does not require that both
the sum and difference are decoded correctly. If the detected
sum is zero, without detecting that the difference is either +2
or -2, a +1 PNC symbol can be assumed. Similar approach
goes for mapping detected SD symbols to PNC symbol of
-1. This approach seems to lower the probability of error in
correctly decoding the PNC symbol allowing our proposed
scheme to perform slightly better than the conventional M-
MIMO, where the decision region is definite in detecting the
individual transmitted symbols.

Our proposed scheme also benefits from the law of large
numbers as much as underlying Massive MIMO systems. In
Fig. 8, we plotted the BER of our proposed scheme against
variation of number of antennas, whilst fixing the SNR and
the modulation scheme. In the figure, one can notice that as
the number of antennas increases, the BER of our proposed
scheme decreases exponentially till a point where the channel
starts to harden, where the noise starts to average out causing
the impact of fading to diminish, leading to lower probability
of error.

It is also evident from the results that the performance
was presented with respect to DL. Our proposed scheme is
applicable at the interference point, which is the UL. This
is where PNC is performed by the BS. In essence, the BS
receives interfered symbols, apply our proposed scheme and
then generate the PNC symbols. In DL, the BS transmits the
derived PNC symbols to respective UEs in a way similar to
how conventional Massive MIMO operates in DL. Therefore,
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the performance evaluation in DL is similar to those for the
conventional Massive MIMO in the literature.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A practical approach for deploying PNC in M-QAM Mas-
sive MIMO systems was proposed in this paper. A new
PNC mapping scheme based on clusters of estimated SD
of the transmitted symbols from user pairs was developed
to enable using PNC in massive MIMO systems. Utilizing
existing linear detectors, such as ZF and MMSE and using
an SD linearly transformed channel matrix, the SD symbols
are detected. Employing MAP soft decoding, we mapped the
detected SD symbols to the PNC symbols. The simulation
results reveal that, using existing MIMO detection schemes,
our proposed scheme achieves twice the spectral efficiency
of conventional Massive MIMO. The BER of our scheme
was slightly better than the conventional Massive MIMO,
indicating that our proposed PNC scheme can be deployed
without sacrificing the BER of the conventional Massive
MIMO. Furthermore, the results also revealed that for lower
throughput and at low SNR, 4-QAM appears to be the
preferred modulation scheme, whereas 64-QAM or higher
is the preferred scheme in higher SNR, satisfying a higher
throughput requirement. Further research is however needed in
order to make this a reality in deployed systems. For example,
research in integrating channel coding is needed to improve
on the error performance and get the proposed scheme closer
to real systems. Research in users transmitting with different
QAM modulation schemes is also needed to get the proposed
scheme close to real systems. Also, dealing with asynchronous
transmission by multiple sources with our proposed scheme
as the underlying PNC system requires further research.
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VI. APPENDIX A

A. Specialization of the PNC Mapping for 64-QAM

When the transmitting nodes are utilizing 64-QAM modula-
tion scheme, Table IV shows the corresponding mapped PNC
symbols, s iPNC, and the expected SD symbols, ssd,i and ssd,Q+i ,
of the transmitted symbols, si and sQ+i. The log-likelihood
of PNC symbols +1, -1, +3, -3, +5, -5, +7 and -7, given
that a cluster has ŝsd,i and ŝsd,Q+i estimated SD symbols, are
expressed, respectively, as in (39)-(46).

TABLE IV
PNC MAPPING OF I/Q-COMPONENT OF 64-QAM, BASED ON SD

SCHEME

si sQ+i ssd,i ssd,Q+i s iPNC

1 1 2 0 1

1 -1 0 2 -1

1 3 4 -2 3

1 -3 -2 4 -3

1 5 6 -4 5

1 -5 -4 6 -5

1 7 8 -6 7

1 -7 -6 8 -7

-1 1 0 -2 -1

-1 -1 -2 0 1

-1 3 2 -4 -3

-1 -3 -4 2 3

-1 5 4 -6 -5

-1 -5 -6 4 5

-1 7 6 -8 -7

-1 -7 -8 6 7

3 1 4 2 3

3 -1 2 4 -3

3 3 6 0 1

3 -3 0 6 -1

3 5 8 -2 7

3 -5 -2 8 -7

3 7 10 -4 5

3 -7 -4 10 -5

-3 1 -2 -4 -3

-3 -1 -4 -2 3

-3 3 0 -6 -1

-3 -3 -6 0 1

-3 5 2 -8 -7

-3 -5 -8 2 7

-3 7 4 -10 -5

-3 -7 -10 4 5

si sQ+i ssd,i ssd,Q+i s iPNC

5 1 6 4 5

5 -1 4 6 -5

5 3 8 2 7

5 -3 2 8 -7

5 5 10 0 1

5 -5 0 10 -1

5 7 12 -2 3

5 -7 -2 12 -3

-5 1 -4 -6 -5

-5 -1 -6 -4 5

-5 3 -2 -8 -7

-5 -3 -8 -2 7

-5 5 0 -10 -1

-5 -5 -10 0 1

-5 7 2 -12 -3

-5 -7 -12 2 3

7 1 8 6 7

7 -1 6 8 -7

7 3 10 4 5

7 -3 4 10 -5

7 5 12 2 3

7 -5 2 12 -3

7 7 14 0 1

7 -7 0 14 -1

-7 1 -6 -8 -7

-7 -1 -8 -6 7

-7 3 -4 -10 -5

-7 -3 -10 -4 5

-7 5 -2 -12 -3

-7 -5 -12 -2 3

-7 7 0 -14 -1

-7 -7 -14 0 1
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LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +1) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +14)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −14)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = 0)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 4

2σ2
i

)(
cosh

(2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
+ cosh

(6ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

16

σ2
i

+ cosh
(10ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

48

σ2
i + cosh

(14ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

96

σ2
i

)]
, (39)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −1) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −1|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +10) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −10)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +14) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = 0)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −14)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,i

2σ2
i

+
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 4

2σ2
Q+i

)(
cosh

(2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
+ cosh

(6ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

16

σ2
Q+i

+ cosh
(10ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

48

σ2
Q+i + cosh

(14ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

96

σ2
Q+i

)]
, (40)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +3) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +3|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2) + P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2)

+ P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

+ P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = +12)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2) + P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = −12)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2)

+ P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = +12)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,i = −12)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 4

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 16

2σ2
i

)
cosh

(2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)(
cosh

(4ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)

+ cosh
(14ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

128

σ2
i

)]
, (41)
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LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −3) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −3|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +12) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −12)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +12) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −12)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 4

2σ2
i

+
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 16

2σ2
Q+i

)
cosh

(2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)(
cosh

(4ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)

+ cosh
(14ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

128

σ2
Q+i

)]
, (42)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +5) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +5|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +4) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −10)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −4)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 16

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 36

2σ2
i

)
cosh

(2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)(
cosh

(6ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)

+ cosh
(10ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

32

σ2
i

)]
, (43)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −5) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −5|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +10) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −10)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +10) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −4)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −10)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 16

2σ2
i

+
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 36

2σ2
Q+i

)
cosh

(2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)(
cosh

(6ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)

+ cosh
(10ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

32

σ2
Q+i

)]
, (44)
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LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = +7) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = +7|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +2) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −2)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +6) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −8)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −6)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 64

2σ2
i

+
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 4

2σ2
Q+i

)
cosh

(4ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)(
cosh

(2ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)

+ cosh
(6ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)
e
−

32

σ2
Q+i

)]
, (45)

LL(si ⊕ sQ+i = −7) = ln

[
L( ̂si ⊕ sQ+i = −7|ŝsd,i , ŝsd,Q+i)

]
= ln

[
P (ŝsd,i |ŝsd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +8) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −8)

+ P (rŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +8) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −8)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +8) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −2)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −8)

+ P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = +6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = +8) + P (ŝsd,i |ssd,i = −6)P (ŝsd,Q+i |ssd,Q+i = −8)

]

= ln

[
1

2π
√
σ2
i σ

2
Q+i

e
−

(
ŝ2

sd,Q+i
+ 64

2σ2
Q+i

+
ŝ2

sd,i
+ 4

2σ2
i

)
cosh

(4ŝsd,Q+i

σ2
Q+i

)(
cosh

(2ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)

+ cosh
(6ŝsd,i

σ2
i

)
e
−

32

σ2
i

)]
. (46)
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